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Stephanie Ring is an educator who loves numbers. And it’s not just because she’s a high school math teacher. She also serves as her school’s data specialist, a savvy analyst who monitors things like course credits, test scores, and attendance records to make sure students are on track to graduate and getting enough attention from teachers who instruct as many as 150 students a day. For Ring, who teaches at Brooklyn, N.Y.’s High School of Telecommunications Arts and Technology, data is valuable only when she can act on it—not when a student is a senior and hopelessly far behind, but when he’s a freshman and just starting to fall short of the credits he’ll need to graduate on time. Data in hand, Ring and her colleagues can then refine instructional practices and prescribe interventions, addressing the problem soon after it starts. For Ring, data drives action. “What are we doing for these kids?” it prompts her to ask. “Did we talk to them? Did we move them?”

U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan calls data “the driving force [behind education] reform.”1 With stronger data, the reasoning goes, policymakers can expose problems, identify effective teachers, more smartly allocate resources, and build political will for reform. In the classroom, better data can help educators identify learning gaps and behavior patterns so they can tailor instruction to individual students.

Such is the promise of data that, nationwide over the past decade, school districts and states have spent more than $1 billion to build and implement data systems to track and analyze statistical information about students and their learning.2 Data systems were a key criterion of the Obama administration’s Race to the Top competition, and by 2011, all 50 states will have systems to track individual student progress from year to year.3 Many school districts have built data systems as well.

But while there have been impressive advances in the collection and management of data used for purposes of accountability, a 2009 report from the U.S. Department of Education found that “even in districts with a reputation for leadership in using data, electronic data systems are barely influencing classroom-level decision-making.”4 Many systems aren’t designed to provide data to teachers, let alone students. All too often, the preoccupation with data collection has overshadowed the ways in which data is—or isn’t—used.5

Progress, however, is being made, and few districts have embraced the use of data like New York City, the nation’s largest district with 1.1 million students and 90,000 educators. Data is a vital component of New York City’s aggressive strategy to hold educators accountable for student performance and to make sure they have all the tools and support they need to succeed.6 The district’s “inquiry teams,” groups of teachers who collaborate to help students based on shared information, rely heavily on data produced by an $80 million information storehouse called the Achievement Reporting and Innovation System, or
ARIS, a repository of statistical information about students.

With a couple of mouse clicks, classroom teachers can now get such data as interim test scores, subject grades, attendance records, and English language learner status on a single computer screen. Thanks to ARIS, a high school instructor who may have a student for just one period a day can now see how that student is progressing across all courses, and can identify students at risk of academic failure. Teachers are now also able to spot long-term learning trends, even for students who have moved often among schools and who have only just arrived in their class. After initial resistance, ARIS has won the cautious support of the local principals union, and more than 65 percent of the district’s teachers now participate in inquiry teams.7

But ARIS has been fraught with problems, as well. Developers have confronted a tangle of antiquated systems that can’t talk to each other—information silos that prevented any one person from getting a complete picture of a student. And they continue to struggle with making the data timely and accurate and giving educators the time and training they need to use it well. In the process, they have learned that technology holds little value unless it is flexible, relevant, and provides the fine-grained information that teachers really need. Above all, the district has realized that building a data system is only the first step—what educators do with the data is the critical second. Building the conditions and demand for data-based analysis is often more difficult than collecting the data itself.

While New York’s size and the scope of its initiative make it unique, the district provides a rich and timely illustration of how data is being used in an urban school system—and how it can be employed in smaller districts, as well. Seen from the perspective of both its obstacles and successes, New York’s experience holds valuable lessons for all school districts about how to succeed with the critical second component of the drive for data—using the information to improve student performance.

The Promise and Perils of Data

Data is used to inform decisions in almost every field of endeavor, from health care to sports, from criminal justice to finance. Film studios use data to decide what movies to produce.8 Police departments use it to predict and prevent crime. And credit card companies instantly compare transactions with historical patterns to spot potential fraud.

In health care, providers are beginning to use data from electronic records to reduce errors, cut costs, and improve patient outcomes. Effective use of electronic health records is one reason why the Veterans Health Administration now surpasses other health systems on standardized quality measures even though its patients are for the most part older, sicker, and poorer. Not only do these records allow for coordinated care by multiple physicians, they also enable more rapid identification of risk factors, making it possible, for instance, to detect kidney disease in veterans often before symptoms emerge.9

Likewise, the best teachers have always used information about their students to help them improve instruction—and they know that more and better information can lead to even better results. Yet, unlike for almost all other professionals who perform complex, demanding work, the information tools available to teachers have been remarkably limited. Most teachers still work isolated in their classrooms, with only their own eyes and rudimentary assessment tools to guide them. For the most part, they aren’t benefiting from sophisticated information-gathering tools, from their colleagues’ knowledge, or from analyses of thousands of similar situations—the very kind of information that physicians, police officers, and even sports executives use on a daily basis.

Concludes a recent article from SRI International’s Center for Technology and Learning: “Teachers do not have the data-rich, performance-support, and information-feedback work environment that virtually
That is not to say that educational data doesn’t exist. On the contrary, it has been centrally collected since at least 1867 when the first federal Education Department was charged with “collecting such statistics and facts as shall show the condition and progress of education in the several States and Territories, and of diffusing such information.” But until recently, data almost always flowed one way: up. It went from school to district, from district to state, and from state to the federal government. It was retrospective in nature and designed almost exclusively to show compliance with state and federal regulations. Because the information was reported in aggregate, state agencies could provide policymakers with descriptive snapshots of student populations, but they couldn’t give them data about individual students and how those students changed over time.

The 2001 federal No Child Left Behind Act, which imposed new reporting requirements on states, sharpened the focus on data. The law required states to collect test data for individual students each year, meaning states could no longer rely on aggregated achievement information reported by local districts. (Student-level data can now be sorted by school, race, and a variety of other subgroups). At the same time, researchers and policymakers urged states to develop longitudinal data systems that would allow them to track individual students over time, across schools, through college, and into the work force. In 2002, only 15 states had a longitudinal data system. By 2008, 48 states did.

But these systems often fail to give educators the information they need. While the amount of educational data collected continues to grow—Texas school districts alone respond to 104 data collections by the Texas Education Agency each year—the quality and utility of much of it remains questionable. Many systems have become de facto data morgues, used more often to perform autopsies of failed programs than to help educators and policymakers improve existing ones.

Other fields have tackled similar problems. Hospitals, for example, collect data on patient outcomes and mortality rates so policymakers, administrators, and consumers can use it to make judgments about entire institutions. But physicians require different types of information, such as measurements of vital signs and results of blood tests, to diagnose and treat individual patients. Likewise, in education, state and district officials want data that shows broad trends so they can assess a school’s or a district’s overall effectiveness. (This is accountability data.) Teachers want additional information, such as results from classroom assessments that may track weekly progress.

Health reformers have also demonstrated that electronic data systems will not improve performance on their own. Although they are essential, improved technology and better data are just the infrastructure for more substantive changes in the daily practices of providers. For example, officials at Central Pennsylvania’s Geisinger Health System, a model in its efforts to improve quality and control costs, quickly realized that the ability to share data across a variety of systems and contexts was not enough to improve care. What was needed was a cultural change among its employees—a shift from working in isolation on single tasks to working together on tasks that are aligned.

New York City’s Data Strategy

Individual teachers can benefit from access to analytical tools like ARIS. But New York City’s goal—to build evidence-based school cultures—is even more ambitious and requires both the tools and collaborative processes to use the information to improve student performance. Shael Suransky, deputy chancellor for the Division of Performance and Accountability, identifies the two key components of the district’s strategy: regular collection and analysis of assessment data—much of which can be found in ARIS—and the use of teacher inquiry teams.
The inquiry teams focus intensively on small groups of students. A team of teachers and administrators looks at schoolwide data to identify a focus group—say, sixth-graders with scores of two or less on last year’s state English Language Arts test, which is graded on a scale of one to four. The team then studies both the students’ work and the data, and reviews instructional approaches: “How are these students being taught?” they ask each other. “How are they being grouped?” After answering these questions, the team develops a theory about why the students are not succeeding and begins to implement changes. Periodic or interim assessments, such as those from Columbia University’s Teachers College Reading and Writing Project, which measure recognition of letters and their corresponding sounds, are meant to help teachers gauge progress along the way. (See Figure 1.)

ARIS provides these teams of educators with a common set of data, including state and interim assessment results, attendance records, and course grades. (See Figure 2.) The teams use this information to collaborate on instructional interventions, not just for single students but for whole groups of students. The data helps teachers identify students’ strengths and learning gaps and inform parents of their children’s progress. Teachers can also use the data to customize progress reports. Educators looking for patterns of performance are no longer limited to what they see in their own classrooms. They can easily group and track students receiving specific help or identify students with a particular learning challenge.

New Dorp High School in Staten Island provides a promising example of how all these components come together. Teachers at New Dorp formed an inquiry team to determine why student writing was deficient across the board. In another era, the teachers might have assigned some extra work and hoped for the best. But these teachers had the tools to take a more analytic approach. The teachers reviewed data from ARIS, such as scores on state Regents tests, along with classroom-based student assessments, essays, journals, and report cards. They confirmed that students were struggling in all areas. But the insight was too general to lead to specific actions. “Writing is too big to fix everything,” says assistant principal Dina Zoleo. So the team drilled further down, identifying a small group of the lowest-performing freshmen who routinely used poor grammar and could not differentiate among words like their, there, and they’re.
Figure 2. How the ARIS system works

Source: NYC Department of Education.
Significantly, the New Dorp team included teachers from all subject areas. They observed each other’s classes to see how, and whether, critical writing skills were being taught. And what they found was illuminating: They discovered that grammar was rarely addressed across the curriculum, and that even in English classes, learning literary terms, like the difference between a metaphor and a simile, occupied more instructional time than lessons in such matters as syntax, punctuation, and verb agreement. The school responded by injecting grammar across the curriculum, including it as part of the grade on assignments such as history essays. The students examined by the inquiry team were canaries in the school’s coal mine. “The theory is that if you can move those students,” Zoleo says, “then we can move groups of students overwhelmingly.”

A Rocky Start

As encouraging as its efforts have been, New Dorp is the exception when it comes to using data to improve instruction. Elsewhere in the district, getting this sort of information into the right hands, let alone getting teachers to use it to improve learning, has been anything but easy.

From the beginning, ARIS has fallen short of the grandiose promises made about it—that it would transform instruction, that it would provide all of the information teachers need, that it would allow parents to get involved in their children’s educations as never before. And it has been bedeviled by countless delays. Designers had several systems to integrate, and whatever errors these systems held made their way into ARIS. The district also had to replace its initial vendor, IBM, with another contractor. The delays served to only further inflame existing political opposition to the accountability strategy of schools Chancellor Joel Klein. Citing budget cuts and layoffs, many teachers and parents felt the money could have been better spent elsewhere.

In ARIS’s first year and a half, the results were decidedly underwhelming. A February 2008 article in the New York Post called the project a “disaster” and noted that almost half the budget had already been spent. And in October 2008, the New York Times reported that the system was still largely inoperable.

The technical challenges proved much greater than anticipated. None of the underlying data on students resides in a single database: Attendance data lives in one system, grades in another, and test scores in others. Replacing all of these systems would have been almost impossible and certainly unaffordable. So, rather than collect all this information on its own, ARIS was developed to “sit on top” of all these systems, requiring just a single user name and password for access. But the systems used by New York—and many other districts—were not designed for this purpose, and many come from competing vendors. Each required costly software upgrades to allow ARIS to understand its data.

A series of rapid fixes followed. Wireless Generation, an education technology company that served as a subcontractor to IBM on the project, took over the development of ARIS, and an improved version was launched in November 2008. A site that allows parents to track their child’s progress was launched the following May. Soon critics were changing their tune. In August 2009, a poll by the New York City Office of the Public Advocate reported that most of the principals surveyed supported ARIS, even if a large majority still challenged the costs. Antoinette Isable, a representative for the principals union, the Council of School Supervisors and Administrators, told the New York Times: “While we were skeptical in the beginning, we have come to understand much of [ARIS’s] long-term value and importance.”

At first, the ARIS training program focused on teaching the teachers—principals included—how to use the tools. There was less emphasis on how and why to apply them. During the 2008–09 school year, each school selected at least two educators to be trained. The district also offered instruction for principals so they could build awareness and support for the tool. But officials soon learned that it wasn’t enough just to supply the data and schedule the training sessions. Just as important, says Emily Weiss, chief of staff for the Division of Performance and Accountability, the district also had to “build the demand for data.” And to do that, they had to make it relevant.

There are two important prerequisites to building demand for data, Weiss says. First, educators must understand what the data is and what it means—they must become “data and assessment literate”—before
they can understand how to use it for instruction. Second, the operational structure of the school must accommodate teacher collaboration based on data. That means teachers must be encouraged to share data and talk about what they think it means. “We need to move to conversations among educators,” says Weiss, “not just individual data analysis.”30

That sort of collaboration—“shared accountability across multiple educators for the same students,” Weiss calls it—represents a significant change in the closed-door culture of many schools. Historically, notes Suransky, teachers haven’t felt comfortable discussing student performance—regardless of whether those students were failing or succeeding. Yet, Suransky says, instruction dramatically improves when student learning is openly discussed. This kind of atmosphere also encourages teachers to leverage their individual strengths and leadership skills.31 “I can’t over-emphasize the inquiry teams,” says Klein. “Pointy-headed people in the central office can’t figure this all out … we want the teachers to come together.”32 Accordingly, the city’s Department of Education has shifted the emphasis of its data training from the technical—how to log in to ARIS, how to generate reports—to the practical, using data as a component of applied professional development. Significantly, Weiss says, the training now starts from a specific question that teachers want answered.

Information That Moves

Each school has a different perspective on which data is important. And there is a torrent of potential information to be gathered and analyzed at the classroom level, from homework scores to behavioral incidents, which every school collects in its own way. As for ARIS data, teachers say that it can become quickly outdated, preventing them from acting in time to help students who are struggling. Teachers tell Anne LaTarte, director of instructional and data tools for the city’s Education Department, that although ARIS gives them good information, “it doesn’t move frequently enough.” Since much of the data in ARIS is generated at the end of the academic year, it becomes less relevant as the following year goes on. And even though ARIS contains data from periodic assessments, the information doesn’t flow instantaneously across databases. If a test is given in January, it may not load onto ARIS until February. So teachers have to go into separate databases to get the latest scores.33

Teachers also complain that ARIS is not as detailed as they would like it to be. Properly designed assessments, for instance, can provide teachers with remarkably specific information about student performance; they can show how well a student seemed to grasp a math problem, for instance, or how fluently he was able to read certain letter pairings. Recently, the system was updated to allow educators to see not only overall student assessment scores, but also individual student performance on specific components of the state assessments.

But teachers, notes Carmina D’Angelo-Schiavi of P.S. 85 in Queens, “want to be able to see the whole child.” They want to understand their students in the context of their demographic makeup, their aptitudes in various subjects, and their prior learning history. And they want to be able to get all that information in one place. For instance, along with things like standardized test scores, D’Angelo-Schiavi would like simultaneous access to measures like Schools Attuned, an approach she uses to assess the learning strengths of her second-graders.34

Like the Schools Attuned material that D’Angelo-Schiavi finds so helpful, the most relevant data is that which is closely aligned with the teacher’s curriculum—quizzes, homework assignments, feedback on writing, and the like. But, because it varies so widely across classrooms, this micro-level data is usually not included in the accountability programs that states use to compare school performance. This is despite the fact that micro-level data is critical to improving day-to-day student performance, says Beverly Donohue, vice president of policy and research at New Visions for Public Schools, a school support organization responsible for working with 76 of the district’s public schools. The issue, Donohue says, “is not accountability versus micro-level student data.”35 Both types of data are valuable, but serve different purposes.

Suransky agrees, saying that the biggest drawback to ARIS is its inability to provide data on these frequent, classroom-based assessments. The city’s Education Department is responding with ARIS Local, an initiative that allows individual schools and teachers
Learning From ‘Data Exhaust’

Type the misspelled word “educaton” into Google. The search engine instantly anticipates that you really meant to search for “education” and redirects you accordingly. In fact, it is almost entirely as a by-product of this data created by billions of mistyped searches that Google has created what may be the world’s best spell-checker.¹

As computer power has increased, the bits of data generated by ordinary online activities—from buying clothes to paying subway fares—have become increasingly valuable and useful. Smart organizations are using this behavioral data—known as “data exhaust” because it is often a by-product of other transactions—to test and refine their products and services.

Electronic health data—such as the information the U.S. Veterans Health Administration has from 8 million patients—allows researchers to augment formal clinical trials by generating and testing hypotheses around treatments.² These stores of data create natural experiments, says Chris Anderson, Wired Magazine’s editor-in-chief, who speculates that they could someday make theoretical models obsolete: “This is a world where massive amounts of data and applied mathematics replace every other tool that might be brought to bear.”³

In education, the data that students leave behind—when engaging with an online math tutorial, for instance—could generate useful data exhaust.⁴ Just as Google constantly improves its spell-checker, the math tutorial could use real-time data—such as how long it took students to respond to tasks, what actions enabled students to persist through a set of questions, when did students ask for help, what sorts of errors did students make—to learn exactly which problem sets, tutorials, and processes led to better outcomes. Teachers, in turn, could provide more tailored instruction, leading to improved curriculum and instructional approaches. They could create self-correcting feedback loops—the educational equivalent of Google’s spell-checker.

Instructional programs, such as those that use response clickers, remote devices that capture immediate student feedback, are beginning to use exhaust data in this way. But most state and district systems aren’t built to even contemplate the wealth of data made available by technology-enabled assessment and instruction. Benjamin Boer, educational data expert and director of policy for Advance Illinois, an education advocacy organization, cautions that “the data systems needed are transformatively different than the data systems we have.”⁵

Still, harvesting unexpected data from everyday activity—what Wireless Generation CEO Larry Berger likens to the agricultural practice of “drip irrigation”—may help show how very granular information can inform instruction. Tools such as online grade books, says Beverly Donohue with New Visions for Public Schools, “can help teachers do some element of their work better and faster and generate data as a by-product.”⁶ Any data already being collected in a digital form can be analyzed in conjunction with other data to generate new insights. And from all this data—and careful analysis—unexpected tools, like Google’s spell-checker, may also emerge.

Notes

5. For more discussion of and possible solutions to these challenges, see Benjamin Boer, Assessment and Technology: An Opportunity to Improve Data Design to Inform Instruction (Chicago, IL: Advance Illinois, 2010) http://www.advanceillinois.org/filebin/pdf/Reference_Assessment.pdf

to add their own data points, such as classroom test scores, to ARIS so they can compare it to other demographic and standardized test data. This specific data won’t necessarily be comparable across schools, but the collection and reporting of it will be in a consistent format. LaTarte would also like to see data displayed in a way that would allow teachers to make comparisons they couldn’t before, such as between scores on classroom history tests and scores on state tests in history. The pilot of ARIS Local will also incorporate assessment data from open-ended, essay-type assignments.

The frequent, front-line use of data by educators is critical not only to improving student learning, it’s also essential to preventing and correcting the errors that plague so many data initiatives. In traditional
compliance-oriented systems, in which data is collected, locked in a warehouse, and spit out without review, errors can easily creep in. By contrast, if the people closest to the data—students, parents, and teachers—are actually using the data, they will consistently update it and improve its accuracy, essentially creating a continuous process of checks and balances.

One barrier to getting the detailed information that teachers want is purely practical: the time and effort it takes to collect all of the information. Although new digital instructional tools, such as interactive math programs or simulated biology dissections, have the potential to make data entry automatic, many teachers still have to enter data tediously by hand. Developers of classroom tools have noticed. Larry Berger, CEO of Wireless Generation, considers saving teachers time to be a crucial element of any successful data product. To be effective, he says, a tool “needs to give teachers back more time in one month than it takes to train [them] to use it.” For example, digital tools can capture important data on a student’s use of grammar, providing instant feedback that gives the student more time to practice writing and the teacher more time for thoughtful feedback.

Once educators overcome the challenge of digitizing information, Berger says, they often embrace the data tools.

New York’s School of One, a pilot sixth-grade math program that calibrates instruction to a students’ progress, offers one glimpse into this digital future. The school’s ambitious goal is to create an adaptable, minute-by-minute learning experience, challenging students just enough to keep them engaged and moving at the right pace. Each night, based on the results of that day’s lessons and diagnostic tests, a computer algorithm automatically creates a detailed lesson plan for the next day. If students fall short in grasping a certain concept, for example, the algorithm will devote more time to that goal. If students learn better using some methods as opposed to others, it adjusts accordingly. The lesson plan is e-mailed to teachers, who revise it as necessary.36 Early results are promising: An evaluation of the 2009 pilot by the Education Development Center’s Center for Children and Technology found that students gained 28 percentage points from pre-test to post-test. Perhaps more promising, 79 percent of students said they liked going to school, and 75 percent of teachers thought it could transform the way that instruction in New York is tailored to individual students.37 (See Learning From ‘Data Exhaust’ on page 8.)

Beyond Schools

Increasingly, data is not just a tool for principals and teachers. It can empower students and families, as well. While Stephanie Ring intervenes with students who have drifted off course, her school also engages students and their families to chart a new path on their own. Using a personalized College Readiness Tracker, a sort of GPS for on-time graduation developed by New Visions for Public Schools, these students can see exactly where they are—what classes and state Regents courses they have passed—and where they need to go. (See Figure 3.) This sort of predictive data is powerful because it allows students, and their families, to understand how their current actions affect their future goals. It’s also continuous and immediate, as with a GPS system that constantly monitors progress, anticipates traffic patterns based on historical data, and alerts a driver instantly after a missed turn—not 50 miles later. With the help of these tools, family engagement changes from a one-time, end-of-year event to an ongoing, substantive conversation.38

As do teachers, parents need to be convinced that time with data is time well spent—that they will gain enough to be able to really help their children. ARIS’s Parent Link, which provides parents with information about their children’s achievement, offers instructions in nine languages. (See Figure 4.) But, again, just
providing access is not enough; educators have to encourage parents to use it. At P.S. 85, Principal Ann Gordon-Chang makes an extra effort to ensure that parents know about and understand how to use the portal. She staffs the school’s computer lab with multilingual teachers outside of school hours for special parent workshops. She provides food and opens the school on Saturdays. Already, says Gordon-Chang, parents appreciate that the data gives them a more complete and objective picture of their children than do teacher perceptions alone.39

Parent Link employed more strategies in a pilot effort to boost use by low-income families in 24 schools. Successful strategies include using parent and student volunteers; in one school, students train their parents and have them sign notes confirming they have logged in to Parent Link. Teachers have been trained in how to talk about data with parents. Another school opened its library early for ARIS workshops, and at another, a parent coordinator e-mailed parents who had not logged in.40 One school, located across from a homeless shelter, even created a resource room with a washer, dryer, and Internet access.41

Parents, moreover, are not the only adults who work with children outside of school. Other counselors and mentors need access to information from schools, and vice versa. By analyzing student achievement data along with information about community programs (such as the influence of a mentoring program on school attendance) experts can better evaluate the effectiveness of those services and target them appropriately. Sharing information across school-home-community boundaries means establishing positive, trusting relationships—relationships that don’t always exist. It also requires overcoming privacy barriers, both real and imagined.

The federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act prevents schools and teachers from sharing personally identifiable information about students with anyone outside the institution except parents. Narrow interpretations of the law have led many schools to restrict any information sharing at all. But parents can consent to release information, and several communities have developed ways to integrate data across a variety of programs. For example, in Jefferson County (Louisville), Ky., school officials get up-front parental consent for students participating in after-school programs through KidTrax, a tracking system that requires students to swipe magnetic cards when they enter, for example, a Boys and Girls Club. The school system can then add that information to its own data warehouse and provide data about student achievement to after-school educators.42

Just seven miles from the Department of Education headquarters, data plays a prominent role at the Harlem Children’s Zone (HCZ), the model for the Obama administration’s Promise Neighborhoods initiative. The organization’s goal is to ensure the academic success of 15,000 Harlem children by putting them in “an enriching environment of college-oriented peers and supportive adult staff.” It touts a “comprehensive, data-driven approach.”43 Indeed, HCZ chief operating officer George Khaldun tells his staff that “if it’s not in the database, it didn’t happen.”44 But HCZ staff doesn’t have access to ARIS, with its wealth of information about the very youth the organization is trying to help. Nor do public school educators have access to HCZ

![Figure 3. College Readiness Tracker](source: New Visions for Public Schools.)
data on programs, interventions, and other student information. Sophie Lippincott, former director of knowledge sharing in the Division of Performance and Accountability, sees the clear value of sharing ARIS information with community-based organizations, and she has been trying to begin a program to do so. “It’s obviously in our favor to have partner organizations using ARIS,” she says. The district has trained two organizations that are “gung-ho . . . and ready to go,” she says. But, here again, organizational silos are proving difficult to break. The developers of ARIS did not contemplate out-of-school use; because user authentication is based on the Education Department’s human resources databases, it is difficult for non-school employees to gain access. (The district has recently developed a temporary solution that enables schools to grant access to certain community partners.) (See Using Data Across Children’s Lives, on page 12.)

**An Iterative Approach**

While it’s still too early to judge the ultimate impact of New York’s data initiatives, there are positive signs that they are taking hold among educators and parents. When inquiry teams were first introduced by the city’s Department of Education, they were a highly structured add-on to existing work; schools assembled a special team, gave members additional compensation, and devoted new resources to the enterprise. But, increasingly, in schools like New Dorp, using data is embedded into existing teaching teams. Sixty-five percent of New York City educators are now participating in collaborative inquiry, up from 10 percent in the program’s first year. School quality reviews, in which experienced educators conduct evaluations of school practices, also report significant growth in data use among city schools. On an April 2010 survey, 77 percent of principals rated ARIS as “helpful” or “very helpful” in improving student outcomes, up from 47 percent two years...
Using Data Across Children’s Lives

Students in New York City schools interact with a number of public agencies and participate in a variety of out-of-school activities. All are likely to influence academic achievement. Yet educational data systems are mostly blind to students’ lives outside the classroom. At the same time, public agencies and community groups know little about the academic situations of the youth they serve.

As the school district is doing with ARIS, the city is working to consolidate disparate bits of data to get a more complete view of the citizens it serves. The city wants to coordinate services across nine city agencies, including those dealing with public health, homelessness, and juvenile justice. On average, a single family is involved with five different agencies, says Linda Gibbs, deputy mayor for Health and Human Services, “but they didn’t know about each others’ presence in the household.”

Social services data is not yet integrated into ARIS. Nor is ARIS data available to the social workers who use a new system known as HHS-Connect.

Because of these gaps, educators and community leaders lack data to help them understand how these systems interact and to help them make decisions and coordinate their work. It means they can’t take advantage of powerful tools to detect patterns or risk factors across interventions—patterns that might be impossible to discern from school data alone. This cross-agency information is particularly important to serving at-risk youth, such as children in foster care, who are most likely to use multiple public services.

But in New York and elsewhere, schools and social service agencies are slowly improving their capacity to share data toward useful ends. Some examples:

- In St. Louis, the main objectives of Big Brothers and Big Sisters of Eastern Missouri are to improve attendance, behavior, and classroom success (“ABC”). But the organization had little information about what actually happened in their mentees’ classrooms. So, after getting privacy waivers from parents, officials secured access to school data about students’ attendance, tardiness, behavior, and grades. Now youth workers and mentors can step in, working with parents to improve attendance, for example, and checking up on homework assignments if they see students going off course. They can also recognize and praise student success.

- In California, the Youth Data Archive, run by the John W. Gardner Center for Youth and Their Communities at Stanford University, uses data from schools and community organizations to research questions, such as the association between Boys and Girls Club attendance and the development of proficiency among English language learners.

- Nationwide, Intelligence for Social Policy (ISP) promotes the development and use of integrated data systems. Now working with nine jurisdictions, ISP grew out of Philadelphia’s Kids Integrated Data System, which houses data that helped shape the city’s dropout prevention initiatives. Dennis Culhane, one of ISP’s two principal investigators, says that four of the ISP sites include some educational data and that “all wish they did.” Integrated data, he says, is especially important across developmental transitions. For instance, during early childhood, he says, the “baton gets dropped all the time.”

Still, these examples are nascent. And, without careful attention to the design of data initiatives, the potential to coordinate actions across the variety of organizations and adults supporting youth learning will go unmet.
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earlier. Educator and parent usage of ARIS and its components also continues to rise: A total of 62,000 unique users logged in to the ARIS educator tools from July 2009 to March 2010. As of August 2009, 340,000 different parent accounts had been accessed at least once, most often during parent/teacher conferences. Officials with the Education Department caution that they lack valid comparisons to gauge whether these numbers are high or low. And they are just now rolling out analytical tools to track usage patterns to help them determine how and why educators and parents use ARIS.

But to what extent has the drive for data reached down to the students it intends to help? The evidence
to date suggests it has far to go. As LaTarte notes, the ultimate goal of data analysis is not just to identify gaps in knowledge so that instructors can re-teach. It is to help teachers understand why a student didn’t get something in the first place. LaTarte says that although teachers are getting steadily better at analyzing data, data analysis “is not yet leading to fundamental change in teacher practice or decision-making.” Both “educator capacity and the system itself,” she says, lack the means so far to transform learning.50

An initial Teachers College study on the implementation of inquiry teams echoed LaTarte’s conclusion, noting that while the teams were successful in using data to identify student needs, they were less skilled in developing strategies to address those needs.51 Knowing where a student stands is just the beginning; teachers also need things like instructional materials and guidance from peers to act on that information. And, ideally, those resources and interventions are connected to the issues identified in the data so that they are specifically relevant.

Likewise, among New York educators, tools that once seemed powerful are quickly becoming outdated as teachers seek to solve challenges that they didn’t even recognize before. At New Visions, Susan Fairchild, director of data analysis and applied research, is creating tools to help educators become what she calls “learning scientists.” She says that the next generation of early warning indicators to be used by Stephanie Ring and her colleagues will combine multiple types of data into tools that will not only identify at-risk students more quickly, but will also do so in finer detail. For example, just as the Department of Veterans Affairs has learned to identify risk factors for kidney disease even in the absence of visible symptoms, data may reveal heretofore unknown combinations of indicators that signal future problems for freshman who otherwise appear on track.

Reflecting on ARIS’s development, Suransky says that one of the biggest lessons has been the need to design technology tools in an iterative fashion, rather than all at once. He says he wishes that the school district had worked more closely with educators in the field. He also advises other districts to create prototypes of a number of tools, testing each with teachers and principals before taking them into full-scale development.

In the future, New York will work to transform ARIS from a large, centrally controlled system to one that provides core data with a flexible platform that others can build on—“more like an iPhone than a single application,” Suransky says.52

One such platform is already under way. This year, New Visions is launching the Datacation platform across its network of 76 schools. Customized to feature an automated version of the New Visions data tools, including the College Readiness Tracker, the platform will allow high schools to visualize, with charts, graphs, and animation, data extracted from the same databases that ARIS draws on. And an online grade book will combine teachers’ daily data with information about state tests and credit accumulation information, allowing for combined analysis.53

Extraordinary Persistence

The challenge for designers of data systems is no longer entirely technical; new tools for collecting, storing, sharing, and analyzing massive amounts of information are readily available. And while the initial investments in data capabilities, such as the states’ development of unique student and teacher identifiers, have been essential, the next phase—generating truly useful data at the student level—will not happen without a learner-centered approach. And that approach must be deeply embedded into the work flow of, incentives for, and actual day-to-day practices of educators.

The most successful data initiatives—especially those seeking to transform complex and costly industries—require extraordinary persistence and a deep commitment of resources over time.54 Data is most powerful when it’s used not just to automate systems,
but to provide a catalyst for transforming how those systems work. Research shows that even in the most sophisticated companies and organizations, the effective use of data is an iterative process—a continuous cycle of use and discovery. But the research also shows that once people start using data effectively, they become more sophisticated; they demand data that is increasingly timely, relevant, and specific.\textsuperscript{55}

School districts and state governments have made the difficult decisions to build institutional data systems, they have committed the financial resources, and they are working out the technical bugs. Now comes the hard part—using better information about teaching and learning to boost outcomes for every student.

**Recommendations: Design Principles for Smarter Data Systems**

The country is now entering the second phase of a costly and concerted push to use data to improve educational outcomes. The challenge is no longer whether to build institutional data systems, but how to use the data that the best of these systems provide to make a difference in the classroom. Thus, a focus on actual educator use of data must drive the next decade of investment. And, considered in this regard, as an essential ingredient of good teaching, the nation’s investments in data appear to be seriously lacking. Five principles should inform these initiatives:

1. **Systems must change from being institution-centered to learner-centered**

Designing learner-centered systems means moving from compliance-focused data, such as that required by federal programs, toward information that students, families, and teachers can actually employ to shape day-to-day instruction. Like a GPS navigation system, learner-centered systems would track individual student progress and guide the way toward a learning goal. These systems should combine hard data—both timely and accurate—with qualitative information to give a full picture of learning and performance throughout a student’s academic career.

2. **Information must flow across institutions**

Students are increasingly mobile, and not just across schools, districts, and states. They also span a number of different learning opportunities both during and after the school day. But a teacher can’t use information about a transfer student when it’s trapped in another district’s data system. A learner-centered system would operate across institutions; it would integrate important information from a wide variety of schools, programs, and interventions into a complete and accurate depiction of a student’s progress. It would allow all adults who work with students to better communicate with each other and to understand more about the students. And it would enable schools, districts, states, and the federal government to improve the accuracy, timeliness, and efficacy of data-gathering. Internet-based platforms that enable this seamless exchange of information—rather than costly projects to integrate systems on an ad hoc basis—are critical to learner-centered approaches.

3. **Usefulness and usability must drive adoption**

To be successful, data initiatives must have an impact on the working relationships, incentives, and day-to-day practices of educators, without forcing them into uniform or standardized solutions. And unless systems are designed to be of obvious value to these educators—to give them insights into students—then their use will be limited. Data tools shouldn’t require extensive training or public relations campaigns to

*[Data is most powerful when it’s used not just to automate systems, but to provide a catalyst for transforming how those systems work.]*
convince educators of their value; they should be so intuitive and easy to use that educators will take advantage of them as a matter of course. Frequent usage also ensures accuracy, leading to better decision-making across the board.

4. Systems must be common, yet open

Data initiatives in the health field, such as the use of electronic medical records to improve care, provide the education business with an important lesson: Good governance is essential to ensure that common policies, technical standards, privacy protections, and usage protocols across institutions are enacted and monitored. This facilitates use and allows educators to easily exchange information. But that does not mean they should be monolithic. Such systems are neither effective nor easily adopted. Rather, districts, schools, and other programs must be able to tailor systems for their particular needs. “Smart” phones are examples of this sort of customization. They adhere to recognized protocols so they can operate across common networks, but the software accommodates countless unique applications, or “apps,” with which users can expand use of the device. State longitudinal data systems, which now exist separately from district systems, could be designed in a similar way; they could provide the core data for every district, but let districts tailor the information or go beyond the core as they choose.

5. The data must fit the goal

The best data allows users to not only assess performance—of students, educators, or administrations—but also to understand the processes that could improve learning. Its message should be not just “You’re failing.” It should be “Here’s where you are. Here’s where you need to go. And here are the suggested actions for getting you there.” High quality data can empower students, while teaching educators and institutions much about their practice. The most successful performance management initiatives—those that actually change practice and get results—will engage educators, reward use, and put student success and responsibility at the center.
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